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ABSTRACT
Friend recommendation systems in online social and professional

networks such as Snapchat helps users find friends and build con-

nections, leading to better user engagement and retention. Tra-

ditional friend recommendation systems take advantage of the

principle of locality and use graph traversal to retrieve friend can-

didates, e.g. Friends-of-Friends (FoF). While this approach has been

adopted and shown efficacy in companies with large online net-

works such as Linkedin and Facebook, it suffers several challenges:

(i) discrete graph traversal offers limited reach in cold-start settings,

(ii) it is expensive and infeasible in realtime settings beyond 1 or 2

hop requests owing to latency constraints, and (iii) it cannot well-
capture the complexity of graph topology or connection strengths,

forcing one to resort to other mechanisms to rank and find top-𝐾

candidates. In this paper, we proposed a new Embedding Based
Retrieval (EBR) system for retrieving friend candidates, which

complements the traditional FoF retrieval by retrieving candidates

beyond 2-hop, and providing a natural way to rank FoF candidates.

Through online A/B test, we observe statistically significant im-

provements in the number of friendships made with EBR as an

additional retrieval source in both low- and high-density network

markets. Our contributions in this work include deploying a novel

retrieval system to a large-scale friend recommendation system at

Snapchat, generating embeddings for billions of users using Graph

Neural Networks, and building EBR infrastructure in production to

support Snapchat scale.
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1 FRIEND RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
In online social and professional networks [2, 6, 19, 20], a user’s

friends or connections are critical for one’s engagement and reten-

tion. Research at Linkedin [36] showed that “members with at least

13 connections from companies other than their current employer

are 22.9% faster in transitioning to their next job than those who do

not”. Friend recommendation can be formulated as a link prediction

problem [22], where the goal is to predict the links that are to be

formed at timestamp 𝑇 given a snapshot of a social network at

timestamp𝑇 −1. However, unlike classical link prediction problems

in academic settings, friend recommendation in online networks

operate on hundreds of millions or even billions of users, and evalu-

ating link likelihood between every pair of users is computationally

infeasible. Thus, in practice, friend recommendation is often for-

mulated as an industrial recommendation problem and follows a

typical large-scale recommendation system architecture [4] which

consists of two tiers: Retrieval and Ranking.

Figure 1: Friend recommendation architecture. We adopt a
two-tier setup of coarse-grained retrieval (using FoF and EBR
sources), and fine-grained ranking with an ML model. The
funnel allows us to prune the space of all friend candidates
to a highly personalized subset for each user.

Figure 1 demonstrates the friend recommendation funnel where

candidates are first retrieved and then ranked before getting sur-

faced to the end users. In the retrieval phase, we extract friend

candidates of a user using both Friends-of-Friends (FoF) approach

and Embedding Based Retrieval (EBR). FoF fetches candidates from

one’s friend graph and EBR fetches candidates using one’s user

embedding. The number of candidates is often in the hundreds of

thousands. These candidates are then ranked based on either heuris-

tics or lightweight machine learning (ML) models, and roughly the

top ten-thousand candidates are funneled to the next phase of

https://doi.org/10.1145/3539618.3591848
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ranking. The goal of the retrieval phase is to include as many po-

tential friends as possible to the next phase and recall is used to

measure its effectiveness (i.e. the ratio of the number of relevant

candidates retrieved to the number of all relevant candidates). In

the ranking phase, we rank retrieved candidates with a heavier deep
neural network machine learning (ML) model, and send the top-𝐾

friend recommendations to the end users where 𝐾 is in the order of

hundreds. The ranker ML model is trained on historical friend rec-

ommendation outcomes and uses both user-level and user-to-user

interaction features as signals to rank friend candidates. Different

from the retrieval phase, the goal of ranking phase is to maximize

precision, which measures the fraction of candidates surfaced to

the users which they find relevant and worthwhile to friend request.

This two-tier recommendation system advantageously sidesteps

quadratic complexity from considering all user-user pairs, while

also enabling flexible trade-offs in recall, precision and infrastruc-

ture cost.

2 EMBEDDING BASED RETRIEVAL
Retrieval in friend recommendation systems based on homogeneous

graphs pose unique challenges as compared to product or content

recommendations which are often based on heterogeneous graphs,

e.g. video [4], content [35] and movie [10] recommendations. Friend

retrieval is highly personalized and the popular retrieval approaches

based on user demographic and historical engagement fail to work

[27].

Graph traversal approaches (e.g. FoF [3]) have been used exten-

sively in tackling this problem and are adopted widely in online

social and professional networks such as LinkedIn [23] and Face-

book [8]. This approach extracts candidates using breadth-first

traversal and is often built on an inverted index for fast querying

[26]. While it has been proved to be effective, there are several

challenges with this approach: Firstly, in low-density networks

where user adoption is low and a social network has not been fully

established, FoF approach faces cold-start problems and struggles

to reach quality friend candidates. Secondly, due to small-world net-

work properties [18], it is computationally expensive to go beyond

2-hop connections, e.g. fetching friend candidates 3-hops away re-

quires one additional query from all 2-hop connections. This can

drastically increase the latency of real-time recommendations [38].

Lastly, the FoF approach does not well-capture graph topology (e.g.

the number of mutual friends) nor connection strength (e.g. the

historical engagement between two users), therefore one has to

resort to other mechanisms to find and rank the top-𝐾 candidates

fed into the next stage of recommendation systems.

To address the challenges above, we proposed a new retrieval

system for friend recommendation systems - Embedding Based
Retrieval (EBR). EBR has been widely used in content or product

recommendation systems to retrieve relevant items from a large

corpus, e.g. YouTube [4], Facebook [15], and Pinterest [32]. Low-

dimensional embeddings of nodes in large graphs have proved to be

useful, and these embeddings once learnt can then be fed to down-

stream prediction tasks, e.g. node classification, link prediction, and

graph clustering [34]. In retrieval use cases, EBR is typically used by

first generating embeddings for each user and item, then retrieving

items whose embeddings are closest to the target user’s embedding

in the embedding space. In friend recommendation systems where

we only have users, we first learn an embedding for each user from

rich information about users and their friend connections, such that

users who are likely to be friends are close in the embedding space.

Then in online retrieval, we retrieve candidates that are nearest

neighbors in the embedding space for the target user we are gener-

ating recommendations for. EBR addresses the limitations of graph

traversal based retrieval in a few key ways: (i) the nearest-neighbor
search lookup in embedding space runs very efficiently [25] and

its time complexity is constant regardless of network density, and

(ii) it can pull in high-quality candidates that can be an arbitrary

number of hops away from the target user, and need not be reached

through cumbersome graph traversal. Next, we describe how we

used Graph Neural Networks [28] to generate user embeddings

and infrastructure optimizations that allows us to support EBR for

friend recommendation at Snapchat scale in a cost-effective way.

2.1 Graph-Aware User Embedding
User embedding quality is key for EBR’s effectiveness. In order

to embed users in the Snapchat friend graph (user-friends-user),

we utilize Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), which have risen to

prominence in recent years as a leading technique in learning rich

representations over graph data [39]. GNNs extend convolutions

to graphs, and are commonly used to learn representations on an

attributed graph of the form 𝐺 = (V, E,X), whereV is the node-

set of 𝑛 nodes (|V| = 𝑛), E is the edge-set (E ∈ V ⊆ V), and

X ∈ R𝑛×𝑓 is a provided feature (attribute) matrix of 𝑓 features1. Ad-

vantageously, GNNs can be trained flexibly towards node-level, link-

level and graph-level tasks in both supervised and self-supervised

settings [13], and have shown success in a variety of industrial

tasks including recommendation [27, 30, 35] and forecasting [5, 31].

Many conventional GNN architectures employ a message passing

paradigm [9], in which nodes exchange messages over graph topol-

ogy. These messages are transformed and aggregated to derive

intermediate embeddings for nodes [24]. A single message passing

iteration (layer) at step 𝑘 + 1 can be written as

𝒉(𝑘+1)𝑢 = UPD
(𝑘 )

(
𝒉(𝑘 )𝑢 ,AGG(𝑘 ) ({𝒉(𝑘 )𝑣 ,∀𝑣 ∈ N (𝑢)})

)
(1)

where 𝒉(𝑘 )𝑢 denotes the intermediate embedding of node 𝑢 at step 𝑘

and 𝒉0𝑢 = 𝒙𝑢 , N(𝑢) denotes the neighboring nodes of node 𝑢, and
UPD and AGG are learnable updating and (permutation-invariant)

aggregation functions. Various choices of the UPD and AGG func-

tions yield different flavors of GNN models.

In the EBR usecase, we employ a 2-layer GraphSAGE [12] model,

in which AGG is a simple mean-pooling, and UPD is a vector con-

catenation followed by a linear layer, with each layer having non-

shared trainable parameters. To train the model, we utilize a trans-

ductive link prediction training setup [11, 29], where edges in the

graph are split into training, validation and test sets and validation

and test edges are masked off during training, and we use train-

ing edges for both message passing and supervision. We employ

a standard max-margin ranking loss commonly utilized for link

prediction settings [29, 35]; the loss per positive edge sample (𝑞, 𝑖)

1
We exclude discussion of edge features for brevity.
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can be written as

L (𝑞,𝑖 ) =
∑︁

𝑛∈NEG(𝑞)
max(0, sim(𝑧𝑞, 𝑧𝑛) − sim(𝑧𝑞, 𝑧𝑖 ) + Δ) (2)

where 𝑧𝑢 denotes the last-layer representation (w.l.o.g. for any node

𝑢), and NEG(𝑞) denotes the set of negative samples (non-edges) for

the anchor node 𝑞, 𝑖 denotes a positive sample (true edge) from 𝑞,

Δ is the margin hyperparameter, and sim is a differentiable similar-

ity function. In practice, we use cosine similarity for sim(·, ·) and
employ random negative sampling for NEG(𝑞). We tune dropout,

learning rate, weight decay, and non-linearity choices in addition to

the margin Δ and the number of negative samples per anchor node.

We use the Adam optimizer [17], and early stop training based on

plateauing validation loss.

Training GNNs at large-scale is non-trivial and poses severe

scalability challenges [14, 37, 38]. We first preprocess the graph

into a compressed sparse row (CSR) format to enable 𝑂 (1) neigh-
borhood look-ups, and compactly serialize node features as well. In

order to train our model, we employ a minibatch training scheme:

specifically, we utilize an internal model training framework which

employs a producer-consumer shared-memory setup, in which

producers sample minibatches by issuing queries to our compact

graph and feature objects, and put them on queues, and consumers

read from these queues and train using GPUs. We use a single

n1-highmem-96 Google Compute Engine VM with 96 CPUs, 624G

memory, and 4 Nvidia p100 GPUs for training. We use the same

producer-consumer setup for parallel inference with the trained

model upon convergence, and measure offline ranking metrics such

as Hit Rates andMean Reciprocal Rank [21].We operationalize daily

user embedding generation for hundreds of millions of Snapchat

users with this model training and inference setup using Apache

Airflow
2
. We version our embeddings and monitor their quality

tightly given offline ranking metric thresholds.

2.2 Infrastructure Optimizations for
Approximate Nearest-Neighbor Search

EBR typically uses Approximate Nearest-Neighbor (ANN) search

[1] for candidate generation. There are many open source libraries

such as Hnswlib [25] and FAISS [16], that can perform ANN search

efficiently. At Snapchat, our candidate generation systems operate

at a large scale (i.e. thousands of queries-per-second, or QpS) on

a massive friend graph with billions of nodes, thus encoding the

entire friend graph into a single index is undesirable. This is because

a large index would typically lead to issues such as longer index

load time, memory consumption issues, larger latencies, etc. One

approach is to randomly partition a large index intomultiple smaller

indexes and have a federator layer that can fan queries out to all the

smaller indexes and merge results. While this solution is feasible,

we have developed a more cost-effective solution that capitalizes

on some unique characteristics of Snapchat social graph.

First and foremost, we cut our index size down significantly by

indexing only active users (e.g. users who are active on Snapchat

at least once in the last 90 days) since the majority of friend links

are established among active users. Even after this pruning, our

index was still large with around 2 terabytes in size. Next, we

2
https://airflow.apache.org/

Figure 2: Embedding Query Workflow. We constrain our-
selves to operations on only active users, greatly reducing
ANN index size. We also geographically shard the index to
leverage the geographic proximity of most friending behav-
iors. Both optimizations capture out-sized business value
with massive infrastructure cost benefits.

exploit another aspect of our friend graph – a majority of friend

links are established between friends who are geographically closer

together. The exact geographic proximity that captures a majority

of friend links varies across the world, e.g. Europe has a different

proximity compared to North America or Asia. But the larger trend

of friend links in relatively close proximity remains [33]. By taking

advantage of this, we divided our index into a few segments based

on geographic locations, such as North America, Europe, MENA,

Asia, etc. This reduced the index size to a more manageable memory

footprint. In addition, by avoiding the fan-out to all indexes and

sending the requests to one of the geographic partitions based

on searcher’s location, we kept the query latency low while still

capturing the majority of friending activities. Figure 2 illustrates

the embedding query flow. The primary learning is that by taking

advantage of certain characteristics of the friend graph, we can build

a more scalable, robust, and cost effective system while realizing

an outsized portion of the business impact.

3 RESULTS
We tested the effectiveness of EBR for friend recommendations

on Snapchat using online A/B testing. The control group included

candidates from retrieval algorithms in production including FoF

and the treatment group included candidates from EBR as an ad-

ditional retrieval source. We use the number of friendships made

from friend recommendations as the success metric. Additionally,

we ran AB tests in different markets to better understand its impact.

The results discussed below are from the A/B tests that ran for 4

weeks with the significance level 𝛼 set to be 0.01.

In the A/B tests, we saw statistically significant improvements

for the treatments across all markets. The increases in the number
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of friendship made from friend recommendations are in the range

of 5% to 10% in different markets. We have also made the following

observations. (i) EBR has a magnified impact in markets of higher

user growth. (ii) The overlap of top suggestions from EBR and FoF

is very low, making EBR a good complement to FoF in retrieval. (iii)
The quality of candidates from EBR are on par with candidates from

FoF in terms of conversion rate (i.e. impression to friend request)

and reciprocation rate (i.e. friend request to reciprocation from the

recipient).

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a novel retrieval system Embedding
Based Retrieval (EBR) as a complementary source to the traditional

graph traversal based retrieval for friend recommendation systems

at Snapchat. To deploy EBR in production and support real-time

friend recommendation to hundreds of millions of active users, we

describe the graph-aware user embedding system using Graph Neu-

ral Networks that scales to billions of users and the optimizations in

the EBR infrastructure to support Snapchat scale. Through online

A/B tests, we demonstrated the effectiveness of EBR and observed

statistically significant improvements in the number of friendships

made with EBR as an additional retrieval source in both low- and

high-density network markets.

For future work, we plan to work in the following areas: (i)
improve the quality of user embeddings in GNN models (e.g. in-

corporating other types of links, enriching node and edge features,

testing different loss functions). (ii) generate multiple embeddings

to capturemultiple social contexts [7], and (iii) further optimize EBR

infrastructure through quantization (e.g. reducing the embedding

index) and sharding strategies.
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